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Project Summary:  

 

For my project, I hoped to determine whether GIS and spectral data (Landsat or otherwise) could be 

helpful in doing reconnaissance mapping prior to geologic field work to generate geologic maps. 

Normally, this reconnaissance mapping is done manually with a stereoscope and aerial photographs 

before a geologist starts a field mapping project. My hope was to determine if using GIS would provide a 

more viable, flexible, and possibly thorough outcome than manual interpretations. 

 

Purpose: 

 

To determine if GIS and satellite spectral data would be helpful for reconnaissance geologic field 

mapping. 

 

Process and Methods: 

 

Major steps of my process included the following: 

1. Locate good spectral data to use as a test area. 

2. Load the data into ArcGIS and clean it up to a manageable chunk of material. 

3. Run a unsupervised classification of the target area. 

4. Run a supervised classification of the target area. 

5. Compare and contrast results for accuracy and effectiveness. 

 

Step 1: Locate good example data to use as a test area 

 

I determined that an adequate test area would need to have three specific traits. I would need to be able to 

find accessible data of the entire region, it would need a low volume of vegetation for minimal 

interference, and a high hard rock exposure as loose sediment is not as predictable about its reflectance. 

Because of this I turned my focus to the Mojave desert region of southern California. 

 

I choose to pull bands 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 70 from the 40035 block of Landsat data from CalAtlas: 
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Step 2: Load the data into GIS and clean it up to a manageable chunk of material 

 

I loaded all of the 40035 files into GIS and condensed the multiple single band images into a single 

multiband image. I also trimmed off the blacked out data edges. 
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I then cut the area in approximately half to have a more manageable sized data set. I also located a small 

geologic map of a portion of the Death Valley National Park and georeferenced it (roughly, this was very 

difficult with only natural terrain landmarks). This geologic map would be used as a reference point to 

help in the comparison of the final results. 
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Step 3: Run a unsupervised classification of the target area 
 

Now that my data was ready to be worked with, I ran an unsupervised classification with a 10 class break 

down. Originally, this was more out of curiosity than any intent to use the unsupervised classification (see 

the Difficulties section below for details). However, the more I worked, the more useful the unsupervised 

breakdown seemed. 
 

 
 

Created an adjusted color version that would be easier to analyze. 
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Using yellow to highlight each individual class one at a time I reviewed the results. The unsupervised 

seemed to do an excellent job picking out differing rock types. It suffered some, not unexpected, 

difficulties with the few areas of human habitation. Such as in the image below, where what is probably 

man-made objects within the white valley got lumped in with the dark black rock type. 
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I also compared the region with the geologic map and using the swipe tool you can see that the rock type 

matches quite well with the outline of the unsupervised classifications. 

  Example 1: 
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  Example 2: 
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Step 4: Run a supervised classification of the target area 

 

For the next part of my project, I completed a supervised classification for comparison. My first attempt 

went pretty well until I generated the dendogram. It was at that point that I realized I had been a bit less 

careful in selecting my training sample than I ought to have been. It took a second attempt and then some 

refining of that second attempt before I finally got, what I felt, was a fairly good training sample set.  
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Even in my finalized training sample, I had some particular difficulty with the yellow areas. The 

histograms for all the other colors were nice narrow vertical peaks but despite repeated attempts at 

resampling them the yellow color always seemed to have a broader histogram. I never did determine if 

this was a result of just a uniquely wide variation in its color spectra or if I was doing something 

incorrectly. 
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After analyzing the histograms, I did a dendogram analysis of the final training samples. 
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Once I was satisfied with my training samples, the histograms, and the dendogram I used my new training 

samples to run my supervised classification. I then recolored the classifications to make it easier for 

comparison with the real rocks. 
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Not surprisingly, the supervised classification suffered the same issue as the unsupervised with the few 

human created objects within the area. It lumped these agriculture fields in with black rock type again. 
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Step 5: Compare and contrast results for accuracy and effectiveness 
 

At this point I picked a location and compared the original image, the supervised image layer, and the 

unsupervised image layer. 
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The biggest and most apparent variation is that the unsupervised classified more ‘gray’ materials in this 

section while the supervised classified more ‘brown’ materials. This was fairly true of significant portions 

of the entire map. Because reconnaissance mapping is intended to be a sort of rough draft to identify areas 

of interest that will then be refined, that variance itself wasn’t excessively concerning to me. As can be 

seen from the original image, the browns and grays tended to be difficult to pick apart in the valleys such 

as this one. For a rough reconnaissance map, either the supervised or the unsupervised would probably be 

an acceptable amount of error that could be picked apart once the field mapper was in the field 

completing detailed analysis. That said, what caught my eye more was the additional detail that appears to 

be present in the unsupervised over the supervised classification. For example, in considering the three 

prior images, the upper left corner of the unsupervised better and more accurately details the tendril 

interweaving of material than the supervised. This is true in many areas of the maps once compared. At 

best, I would say the maps are relatively equal (or lean slightly toward an advantage in the unsupervised) 

in accuracy. Had I been able to devote even more time and care to the creation of the supervised 

classification I could probably even them out to fairly equal footing. But, given that the supervised 

already took significantly longer to generate because it required more analysis and the time to do 

individual training samples, the unsupervised classification system I believe would provide a better 

reconnaissance geologic map than the supervised once time, effort, and expense of its creation was taken 

into consideration. 

 

Difficulties: 

 

My most interesting difficulty was in my own assumptions. Originally my plan was to do strictly a 

supervised classification because I presumed that better and more careful human input controls would 

result in a superior outcome despite taking more time and effort. The first generation of the unsupervised 

classification work was only done originally out of my own curiosity. But, the more I worked with the 
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data, the more I began to question my presumption that the supervised classification would provide a 

better result.  

 

Since reconnaissance geologic mapping is usually done without any detailed specifics on the area, trying 

to manually pick out valuable training samples was difficult and just as limiting as manually picking out 

colors on a hard copy aerial photograph. The only real advantage of a supervised classification on GIS 

over a manual reconnaissance with hard copy aerial photos is that you can switch out bands to get better 

visual differences over different wavelengths. However, this proved fairly time intensive to have to go 

through and thus would be an expensive way to try and do a project. Once I came to that conclusion I 

decided it would be worthwhile to also look carefully at my unsupervised classification to see if the 

computer could provide an equal or better product with far less time and input from the user. 

 

Outside of this revision to my project, the difficulties I ran into were fairly minimal. I struggled to 

complete the unsupervised classification for half an hour or so merely because I forgot to add the .img 

end tag to the output file line which would cause it to fail each time. Also, as I talked about in my process 

section, the agriculture and man-made structures in the area were misclassified in both classification 

systems and seemed an unavoidable problem that would need to be resolved. And last, as also detailed in 

my process section, the supervised classification took a few tries because I was not careful enough in 

selecting my training samples for the first couple attempts. 

 

Conclusions: 

 

While I believe both the supervised and unsupervised classification methods combined with high enough 

resolution spectral data could be used to generate valuable reconnaissance mapping for geologic projects, 

I think the unsupervised with its far less complication time and attention input would be most useful for 

remote areas with little human habitation. 

 

That said, this method would have some distinct limitations. While a significant portion of geologic 

mapping is done in remote dry areas like my example area, there is also occasionally a need for urban 

inclusive areas or areas where sediment and vegetation cover is extremely high. Sheer spectral data 

classification (either supervised or unsupervised) would prove problematic in urban rich areas because all 

the urban spectral signatures would have to be defined so they do not catalog as rock types. In high 

vegetation areas spectral results such as this method would be next to useless as it would pick up 

vegetation results rather than rock type. Such areas would likely require a very different method as 

determining their hard rock break down would range from difficult to downright impossible with just 

spectral data. 

 

 


